MEET SCOTT STRUBBE

NEW ADVENTURE TRAVEL SPECIALIST AT LVT

HELLO!
At Luxury Ventures Travel, we believe in the adventurous spirit of travel. With the
expertise of our new Adventure Travel Specialist, Scott Strubbe, we are putting an even
bigger emphasis on our vast portfolio of outdoor adventure travel.
We look forward to sharing Scott's passion for nature, the great outdoors, and most of all,
his genuine excitement for discovering new experiences including those focused on
nature, exploration, and physical activities.
We are fortunate to have the unique opportunity to be a part of the Virtuoso Adventure
Travel Community which allows us to offer unique and exciting experiences that allow you
to be a part of the action. We have great relationships with highly vetted partners from
around the globe and together we guarantee truly immersive adventure experiences you
are sure to love.
Please read a personal message from our newest enthusiast at LVT below!
All the best,

A MESSAGE FROM SCOTT STRUBBE
GET TO KNOW OUR ADVENTURE TRAVEL SPECIALIST

"I love the travel experience... that wonderful feeling of anticipation, the excitement of
venturing to new and special places, and the countless memories that we cherish as a
result of those amazing journeys. I have traveled extensively across the United States, am

a master road-tripper, and have spent countless vacations exploring the brilliance of our
U.S. National Parks.
While so many destinations hold a special place in my heart, I am partial to the sheer
wonder and majesty of Glacier National Park, as well as the diversity of ecosystems on
display at Olympic National Park, and am amazed by the awe-inspiring landscapes
throughout Alaska. Other areas of interest include Canada, Greenland, Iceland, Machu
Picchu, New Zealand, Patagonia, and much more.
I am thrilled to work with you to help develop and plan the next adventure on YOUR
bucket list. Vacation time spent with family and friends, or by ourselves, is so valuable
and important, and it is my #1 goal to help create vacation experiences that will result in a
lifetime of smiles and memories for you and your loved ones. I look forward to getting to
know you and learning about your travel goals and dreams."

PLAN YOUR NEXT ADVENTURE NOW
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